
Composition — 300 BCE
(No Textual Evidence)

• Text: During this period the various
books of the OT were being written
and edited. (There are no textual wit-
nesses for this period.)

• Canon: This was the period when
many of the books of the OT were
shaped by a “canonical process” in
order to provide means for their con-
tinuing appropriation and relevance for
the people of God.  

300 BCE — 100 CE
(Dead Sea Scrolls)

• Text: In this period there is marked plurality in
regards to the form of the biblical text. For almost
every biblical book there is an almost unlimited num-
ber of texts, some with quite significant differences.
(The primary textual witnesses for this period are the
Qumran scrolls.)

• Canon: There is an increasing stability in the OT
canon during this period, though some books
remained contested (esp. Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,
Esther).  Except for the Pentateuch and the historical
books, the order of the actual books was still in quite
a bit of flux.

100 CE — 1500 CE

• Text: Due to political and socio-religious
events a period of uniformity can begin to be dis-
cerned in this period. The LXX was accepted by
Christianity and rejected by Judaism (the
Vulgate eventually supplanted the LXX), the
Sam Pen was in use among the Samaritans, and
the Jewish group that fostered the MT survived
the destruction of the Temple in 70 CE.

• Canon: Like the status of the text, the contents
and order of the books of the OT canon were
associated with different socio-religious groups.
E.g., Christians adopted the order of the LXX (it
is not clear if the order reflects a Christian under-
standing), while the Jewish MT canon had a dif-
ferent ordering.

Reformation — Present

• Text: This period is characterized by
remarkable uniformity in the respec-
tive texts, i.e., the MT, LXX, and
Vulgate. (Partially due to the printing
press.)

• Canon: The Reformers’ switch to the
MT marked a break with Christian tra-
dition (though they still  followed the
order of the LXX/Vulgate, and includ-
ed the apocryphal books in their
Bibles).  In response the Roman
Catholic Church officially recognized
the Vulgate during the Council of
Trent (1545-63). Now, every almost
every modern translation of the OT is
based on the MT.
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